REALITY TV Quite Preposterous

When the electoral rotation system begins and all Charleston citizens should believe they have representation, then I would like to see many qualified citizens run for those seats to bring new solutions to the City Council.

Charleston has unlimited potential is progress, but we need to strengthen our relationship with the City Council. I urge all citizens to realize their participation and their votes do and will make a difference.

The citizens of Charleston should not except or tolerate anything less than professional and quality performance from our public servants, businesses and community.

Do not be afraid to voice your opinions to your friends, neighbors and politicians. I strongly encourage the citizens of Charleston to make their voice by writing letters to the editor in the Times Courier and the Jurnal Gazette.

Leila Tate-Ferguson
Charleston resident

NO RATIONAL REASON FOR WAR TO OCCUR

Everyone ask yourself, why the push to war? Why do our representatives in Congress want to rush to war? What is the real, underlay reason for the rush?

If it isn't a lack of inspections and it isn't a visible operational program for weapons of mass destruction, then what is it or is it? What is the real reason the White House has to rush into war? Is this that we have bigger, faster, smarter weapons that have just live fire?

Is it because we (the military) are there anyway, so why not go ahead and just do it? Is this impress the world that "we are the greatest," by acting like the meanest?

There is no rational reason.

Don't let the White House unilaterally push you into a situation. Stand up for the Constitution. Don't let the White House unilaterally push you into a situation. Stand up for the Constitution.

David Whitaker
Associate professor for Charleston Southern University